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SETS OF CONVERGENCE OF TAYLOR SERIES 
by 
We Keith Lively 
ABSTRACT 
This paper is a report of some of the work of Fritz 
Herzog and George Piranian which may be found in thi·s 
papers .(1) ''.Sets of Convergence of Taylor Series I,'' 
and (2) 
also in 
''Sets of Convergence of I 
(3) ' 9Sets of Divergence 
Taylor Series II, vv and 
of Taylor Series and of ~ 
Trigonometric Series'' by Paul Erdos, Fritz Herzog and 
George Piranian" · 
In Chapter 1 W~-- give two lemmas and the devices 
···.·. wh~ch will provide for us bounds on partial sums of our 
Taylor seriese In Chapter 2 we will diibuss sets of 
type.· Fcr and G6 on the radius of convergence of our 
Tay.lor seriese 
In Chapter·3 we discuss sets of logarithmic measure 
.zero and draw what conclusions we can about sets of . - . / . 
" divergence and convergence.on·the circumference of the 
circleo We shall prove that we can always. find a Taylor . ~-
series ·Which converges on a set of type . F and diverges cr 
off the set, but in Chapter 3 we will p1;ove that not 
every set of convergence is of type 
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ABSTRACT 
This-paper is a repo'JCt of some of the work of Fritz 
Herzog and George Piranian which may be found in this 
papers (1) 9'Sets of Convergence of Taylor Series I,'' 
and (2) uvsets of Convergence o·f Taylor Series II, VI and 
also in (3) uvsets of Divergence o_f-' Taylor Series and of 
Trigonometric Series'' by Paul Erdos, Fritz Herzog and ' 
. George Piraniano 
In -Chapter 1 w.~--- give two lemmas and the devices 
which will provide for us bounds on partial sums of our 
Taylor serieso In Chapter 2 we will d~~~uss sets of 
type F 0 and ·G0 on the radius of convergence of our 
Taylor series c · 
In Chapter-3 we discuss sets of logarithmic measure 
zero and draw what conclusions we can about sets of i J 
diverge~ce and convergence on the circumference of the 
circleo We shall prove thQt we can always find -a Taylor \.-
. 
. 
series which converges on a set of type F and diverges a 
off the set, but in Chapter 3 we will prove that not 
every set of convergence is of type F0 o 
The series 
INTRODUCTION 
00 
I an(z-z 0 )n where z 
n=O 
denotes a 
complex variable, is called a power series,. or a Taylor 
series, with center z 0 f oo and coefficients a 0 , where 
n = 0,1,2,ooo A power series (with a positive ~adius of 
I 
convergence R) is absolutely and almost uniformly con-
vergent in its disc of convergence and is everywhere 
divergent in the exterior of its disc 1 of co,nvergence~. 
A Taylor series may behave in various ways on the cir_, 
cumference of the disco For example, of the two 0 series 00 00 I 
Zn ~ I n and , · having· radius of z . : ~ common convergence 
·n=O n·=o n 
the first diverges everywhere and the second converges 
everywhere. on the circumference of the disco It is also 
possible that· a power series.be convergent at certain· 
points of the circumference of convergence and diverg~nt 
at other pointso In the present paper we concern our~ 
1, 
selves with a Taylor series with center zero and radius 
of convergence oneo We comment that in investigating the 
behavior of Taylor series on the circl~ of convergence·no y 
generality is lost by considering only those series norma-1 . 
. lized by the choice 
0 
z = 0 and R . = lc. 0 
2 
I 
• 
; 
' 
' J 
·;./ I 
.Fritz Herzog and George Piranian have done much work 
toward answering the question of where Taylor series 
converge and diverge on the circumference of convergence~ 
In the present paper we shall expound on their work and 
that of Paul Erdose They have also considered related 
questions such as where the partial sums of Taylor series 
remain bounded. 
In Chapter 1 we present the technique useful in 
proving the main theorems in the later chapterso In 
the following chapters we give a set of theorems culminat-
ing ,.in the proof of the following: If E on C· is . the 
,, 
unioh of two sets E1 and E2, where E1 is of type 
0 F and lbgari.thmic measure zero, while E2 is of type a . 
G6 , then there exists a Taylor series which diverges on 
E and converges on E-Ce In the other direction we prove 
that the set of divergence of any Taylor series is G60 o There is a considerable gap between the two theorems 
stated above which has not been narrowed at all since 
1954G This unsatisfactory state of affairs is in. sharp 
contrast to the completeness- (and simplicity) of our 
0 Q 
two theorems'> These state that MC C .. 
remaining 
is 
closed if and only if there exists a Taylor D which series j ,, 
converges uniformly on M and diverges on C-Mo 
3 
; 
-· 
., 
I , 
' . 
CHAPTER Io 
TWO LEMMAS AND THE BASIC DEVICE 
In this chapt:t::>r we state and prove two lemmas that, 
together with our ~9basic device,'' will provide a means 
I for u~ to determine convergence or divergence of our 
Taylor serieso 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f3 1 ,f3.2 , ... ,f3m,..l be real numbers subject 
to the restriction 2tr - 6 2. f:3 1 2. f:3 2 2. ..• -~ f3m-l ~ 6 > O, 
and. let C1 ,C2 , ••• ,Cm be complex numbers of unit modulus, 
satisfying the condition 
m 
i~v . 
= e (v=l,2,oo~,m-l}o 
Then 1l K t;,vl < 5 where K is a universal Constante 
: 1 
\ . 
Proofo Let f3v = 1 if3 V 1=-e 
u 
1 i sin f3v 
= 2 (l + 1-cos f3 ). 
v. 
Now . sin f3v = 2 sin t f3v cos ! f3v and 
. 2 1 
2 sit"\ . 2 f3v, hence 
1-cos f3 = 
'V ' 
~i 
0 0 
(:?> V 
g 2 . g. : 1 (3 'V 1 '3v l. s1..n · 1 s·i~ 2 cos -2 
-1-cos -· 
sin2 l '3v 2 f3v 2 
0 1 . 
. . · · 1. COS --2. f3 . V 
-
0 ·. l' 
sin. 2 '3v 
- o 1 A 
- 1cot21-'v Therefore 
4 
,, 
\} 
; 
• l 
. ,. 
I 
'! 
' . 
' 
.:" 
' 
for 
that 
i sin f3v 1 1 fc1 + 1-cos ·/3) = I(l + i cot I t3v) 
V 
Now since 
, fore, obtain that 
m~l m 
I sv - I Bv<Sv-Sv+1> + ~m -
·v=l v=l 1 • 
m-1 me:,l 
- I Bv·~v e:, I Bv ~v+l + ~ - m 
v=l v=l 
m-2 m=-1 
- Bv+l (v+l Bv (v+l· + ~m -
v=O v=l 
m-2 
we have 
if3 . 
V ~ (,v+l e · · 
We,there~ 
Now, 
I '! 
= Bl~l + I (Bv+l -Bv){,.,+1 + Sm(l-Bm-1) 
v=l 
and consequently 
m 
,. 
!i 
I I· 
m-2 
~v I ~ IB1 I + I I . 
v=l v=l 
·From the definition of the numbers Bv it follows that 
1 1 · 
IB1 I ~ z (1 + !cot z 131 1) and IBv+l-Bv I " · .. : 
1 1 . · 1 
= z(cot I t3v+l - cot I t3v> ~ . -\ .. since th~ contangent is mono-
. tone decreasing .on . (O, 1r). ·. 
... 
5 
\ 
:1 
. } . 
..:.;_ 
-~---';} 
,. 1 1 . 
I l-Bm-1 I = 11 - z.(l+i cot 2 f3m-l) I 
= t11-i cot f f3m_ 1 1 
~ ,}(1 + I cot ! f3m_ 1 I) 
and therefore 
m 
I I L:v I ~ f [1 + I cot t f3 1 l 
. v=l 
m~2 
+ I (cot f f3v+l - cot t .f3v) 
·. v~l ~ 
+ 1 + lcot t f3m-ll] 
~ fr1 + !cot l t,1 1 + (cot i f3m-l - cot i 131) 
+ 1 + I c Ot f /3 m _ 1 I J • 
Now since ' 1 cot -
- 2 
m 
follows that I 
,v=l 
lim 6 + o 2 a1.ot 
' . 1 ' 
5 2: cot 2 f3m-l 2:. ca ~ $ 
Cvt ~-1 +. 2 cot 1 i6~ 
1 5 - lim 5 + 4 lim - --2 Q-'?.0 5~0 
",,. t 1 A 1.•t 
't::::., co 2 1-11, 
Now 
l 5 ' 2 1 cos 6 . . -2 • ~ !I Sl.n 2 
hence 5(1+2 
0 ' 0 . 
continuous 1.n 
l 
cot z6) 
0 < 6 
is conti~ous at zero . . It is ~learly 
~ 1T0 Since a function continuous on 
• 
. O ~.· 6 ~ 1r , has a maximum, it follows that there is a 
_ constant K such that 1 .+ 2 cot *52
1
. < !. :for all O < 6 < 11 
·~ ' ' & 
6. 
~-.- ··- - -- -. ---~- .-, . --, --- - "---- - -
( 
I 
m is a positive integer and. 
then · j 
. 
Proofo (Obvious for t3 = O) o Assume (3 :;: ·o, then 
m-1 
I µ=O 
,i 
-iµf3 e 
. 1 -eimf3 
= .......... ~=-== 
1. i~ 
-e 
1 o A · 1 o mA 1 " f3 
- 1.m1-1 - l.1.1."+-' · . -~ 1m 
= -e2 (e2 -e 2 l 
· ·1EIA l.A 1 1oA. 
1 . . . 
-i(ma.l)f3 
= e2 
a=]_ J-,..1 -1 J-,..1 - l.1-1 
-e2 (e2 ae 2 ) 
o 1 mA. 
. s in 2 .. ,.'"1-J 
sin t f3 
sin~ 
El *'321 sin ~mf3 
The second factor, ~ 2 , is greater than onee 
sin~ 
• e define f(e) to "~qual s1.n for 0 < e s:. J lL I e 2 ,. '..J . 
" 
when e: - Pe f (ii a )continuous fun cit ion for e ~ - 1S 
r;: 
We now 
and 1 
If I. 
, ) e cos e - sine l l f ( e = . e2 . , . c ear y f'(e) = O ·if and only 
if tan e = e 
= Z. <.f(O) = 11 . 
1 2 mf3 
,sin , .f. 
1 · ~ rr 
-11$ 2 . 
if and 
1, hence 
only if e · == Oo 
f {e) z. .f. for 
7T 
Now 
for t ·mt3 ~ If I 
. This co~pletes the proof 
•. 
7 • 'l.f ... -5 ... .. 
~--.) __ , __ 
I 
. ' 
! . 
I 
m-1 
! 
I 
that 
' I·.·.· .. · iµ(3 . .-, .. ··--e . . ' ---··- ~ ' .1-,•1 ... . - --··· ,-.. ,.;c.~ ~'..- - - .. "' :1. > -2m Tr • 
·µ=O 
We now prove a proposition which will be useful in 
considering our vvbas ic device uv., 
PROPOSITION lo lo For 1-x L 1 [xJ > 2 x. 
., ..... 
Proof o Case· I: For X 2_ 2, [x] - [y+r] where y -
0 integer and 0~ < lo Hence [y+r] 1.S an r = y == x=r o 
Now 1 L 1 and 1 1 -x r 2 < so 2' xaar > Oo Then y = X =-r 
; 
i Case II: For 1 ~ <2, [x] - 1 for l ~· X 0 X < -- 2 0 since - c~ • 'SJ 
< 2 have X < 
2 1 => [x] > X and done. 
X we 
-
=-
- we are -2 2 2 
For our 
i "basic device" we consider the t roots of 
unity 2 
Qt 
e 1r1 
be any subset of 
these · t numbers, consisting of u.)1 ,co2 , ... ''°k' where we 
' 
.may·assume that 
Let S(z). be the polynomial 
2 te=l 
+ zn+(k-l)t [l + ~ + (~) + ... + (~) ] , 
8 
.. 
>1x. 2 
I. 
. •. 
.. 
.. · 4'. )> 
' • 
where· n is a posi~_tve integero . Let z be a point on 
the uµit circle and let 5 be the angular distance 
between z and· the set no Throughout this thesis tve 
.. 
will write ~(z,w) · for the angular distance between z 
and. . me 
... 
If z is w'nearuv one of the points roo, 6.(z, m.) = 5·-, 
r 
. J J • 
we consider the sum of the first terms (or all t:he 
terms if · 6 ~. f) . in the j -bh line of S (z) 0 • : Let 
i ·( 'ff-t O) 
= 6 and z =-e J 0 
. Ck)~:.· 
··J 
· and 
first t.erms of 
Le-,y j I 
S(z) can be represented by 
Then 
[f] -l. 
I I " zn+(j -1) t . <!.)µI 
µ:;::O J . 
ie [n+(j -1) t ]+i(e-t o) µ 
e .· J I 
. .. P [ ! J - l i ( e -t . ) µ 
= _l_ei[e~n+(j=l)t)] _I~- l e P J 
. . _' . . µF,0 
9 
. ' 
.{" 
.. • 
,ii.· .. 
,· 
The 
i,ft. 
e . J 
.. 
I . 
i 
/ 
/ 
I 
I (.'.; 
I 
Ii . 
l' 
I I. 
I . 
,1 
[f l-1 . . · · . · 
\ 1.(e-t.)µ I L e J I . 
. µ=O 
.. , 
and we not~ that [f] ~f = ~~v~-
1 e .. ,;, j I 
We recall that· 
therefore le-tjl[f] ~ w. 
. 
. ' 
we let . [f] = m by Lemm.a 1. 2 we have 
m=-1 
iI 
µ:;:O 
[1L] . 
Since f > 1, by Proposition 1. 1 if] > ~O => 2 ~ > ! 
m-1 
therefore I I eiµq I > t.. If 6 ~ f then we have 
. µ=O 
2t > 0 1T 
basic deviceo 
BASIC DEVICE 10 lo 
and if 
--:;----
1T . 
6 ~ t .. ? 
Thus we have prov~d the following· 
. 
' ·" 
If .6(z,n) = -p.\~ o 
[!l-1 
I I eiµpl 
µ=O 
10 
>1 6 
then if 6 
.. -- ... --·~··-·-'- ....... _. ~- -- -=--~-- - ----- -- -- --- . ---- --- ··--- - -~ -~~-==-··-~ --~----=,·--'- --- ----·-
. . . . 
If 
t-1 
., I 
µ=O 
e iµpl 2t > 0 1T 
.. 
We noi~:t:··show how Lemma lo 1 can be used to obtain a 
bound for tfte: modulus of th~ ::,Sµpi of_ any block of consecutive ;;,c Y{; '.}{;'c, .. ,> • :. ;: .. . -,;.·: 
.·;,;,,,_,·_-... 
-;.~ 
terms taken from · s~;t~z) 0- If th~, ·point. is 99not too 
· nearuv any of the points ru .. , 6(z, n) 2 6; we choose h so J _.· . 
\j'• 
that arg.°'11 < arg.z <:: ili;r;g °b.+1:· The ratio of two con-
· secutive. terms taken from the j'-~th line of S (z) 0 1S 
z 
and the ratio of the first terms of the (j+l) -st I CJ.) o J 
line to the last term of the j=th line is 
t t-~1/ t-1 z 1!1)(1)0 z J . 
' also. Since ~ < arg z < arg °h+l then·· 21r > arg z/0\i > O; 
also, 0 since we have 
that. 21r > 21r + arg(z/O\i+i>> ... )2'1T + arg(z/ro1)> 0. There= 
fore, we can apply Lemma lo l _ to ·"any block of consecutive 
terms taken from.the first h lines of S(z) and to 
any block of consecutive terms taken~from the last k-h 
lines of S(z), and consequently the modulus of the sum 
of any block of 
. 2K less than 
,6 
., 
~ 
consecutive terms taken from .S(z) .. l.S 
' 
where· K is the universal constant from 
11 
to Co· ro1 no 
If· z · is on t,he. arc from .. ·Cl\c 
~jjor change in the above proof is requiredo For if 
2rr > arg z > ar~ ~ 
1,( 
., 
all terms must be chosen from the 
9
'first 99 . k lines of S (z) and. if O < arg z < arg ru1 
all terms must be chosen from the 9vlast'' k lines of . 
S(z)o Thus we have prove the followingbasic device. 
BASIC DEVICE lo2o If A(z,O) = p ~ 5 then the modulus 
of any blbck of consecutive t~rms from S(z) is less 2K than O where K is the constant from Lemma le lo 
I s,z2 A- sum of type shall be called s a and a c1.rcu1.t t 
be denoted by C(z)e A • of circuits constitutes series a 
Taylor 0 at least if the factors n that series, Z. occur 
' ·with various circuits are chosen.in such a way· as to • 
.• prevent. ' 0overlappirig'' of circuits o 
12 
"-i 
• 
y 
-CHAPTER 2. -
SETS Of TYPE Fer_·, G~ , AND F 
V 06 
the following chapter we will look at sets of 
" 
various types on the unit circle, and see what conclusions 
. . . . ~ 
' l 
we can draw aboqt ihe existence of a Taylor series which 
converges on these sets and diverges off them. 
DEFINITION 2. !: A set M shall be said to be of type I 
F if it is .the 0 of coun-tably closed setsc uni.on many a 
i 
DEiFINITION 20 2o A set E shall be said to be ' I I of type 
if it is the intersection of countably many open sets. 
'· 
We comment here that the complement of a 
set 
-is a · G5 . set. 
F 
cr 
\, . 
·, 
DEFINITION 2. 3. A set M shall be said to be of type 
Fcr5 if it is the intersection of countably many sets of 
J 
type F 0 e 
If M is a set_ of type F on the unit 
.. CJ 
. circle C, there exists a Taylor series which converges ,. . . / 
. . 
everywhere in M and diverges everywhere in C=M. 
~---- ___ n 
.c..s' z 
..... 
.._ ..;. 
. -
-, ' .... 
-~ 
I 
Proof. The case in which M is empty can be settled 
which diverges everywhere on 
"' c . The case for which 
13 
,, 
,, 
•' ! 
· • . 
.• 
t' 
.. n the entire unit circle can be settled by ·~ z 2 
n 
· conve.rges everywhere on. C. For the remainder of 
' 
the· proof it shall be assumed that neither M nor C..,.M 
an empty Seto 
\1 
-'j,-·-
/ 
·Since· M is of type F it can be written as ·the (J . 
Union of closed sets FP (p=l,2, ... ), .. where · F c~· F +l p .. p 
and F1 is non~emptye We ·shall define for each positive 
integer q, the q th_circuit · 
C (z) · =· 4-q q 
k!=.I 
I j=l 
•. 
/ 
' of our Taylor serieso 
cuit t = 4qG 
We note here that in ou~ 
We now wish to ensure nonoverlapping.of our circuits ... 
Therefore, we see that 
.n 
= 4 -q z q 
k 
·. j=l 
,,. 
will contain no power of z also contained in 
" 
. 'JC'). . 
C .· .· . (z) = 4-q+l z q+l 
. q+l 
j=l 
nq+L~ nq + 4q·kq. 
14 
4q+l_1 
. I. (z/ID(q+l)j)r 
r=O 
I . 
.... 
' 
' 
I 
. , 
,'~ . 
.. 
( 
i 
~ .· .. q 
From among the numbers Tlqm = e 2 '1Tl. m/4 (m=l, 2, •.. , 4q) 
select T) to he an·element of the set n if and 
. qm q 
.only if.it.satisfies one of the conditions 
1L < 6.( .· . F . ) rr < 6( ·· F ) / 7f . 2 Tlqm' q ,, 22 . 't1qm' q-1 ~ 2,. • ., 
7T q < 8.( n 'Fl) < 7r 1 2 · ·•qm 2q~ 
that. · kq .· of the numbers. 7lqm belong t·o nq, and 
ruqj (j ==1, 2, ... ? kq) ordered in 
(1) G. 
· · Suppose first that z is a. point in the set M. , 
it is contained in all except finitely many of the 
set F. Let s be the integer such that z lies in 
·P 
Fs+l' but not in F8 • For sufficiently large integers q, 
we consider the distance between z 
and any point 
satisfying one of the last s conditions of (2): 
We note that 
any ruq. & , hence 
. J 
8.(z ~ F 8 ) ~ 8.(z., illqj) + 8.(illciJ' F s) 
A(•~~j) ~ A(z,F8 ) - 6(~j'F8 ). 
for q large we ca.n make l .. A(~j'Fs) < I 6(z,F8 ), 
15 
for 
Now 
therefore 
d 
' 
.I° / 
1 . . 
.t.(z,coqj) L 2 .t.(z,F8 )o For any q > s, we consider the 
distance between 
. of the first q-s 
'i 
. .. 
. 
z and any point coqj 
conditions of (2): 
satisfying one 
Here we choose to look at an arbitrary one of th~se first 
( 
conditions, such as ;P < .t.(mqj, F q-p+l) ~ 2:-1 
' 
note qc=p+l ~ s+l for all these terms., hence .. q-p ~ s I'~ . 
r~ 
and ttlerefore. p ~ q-so Therefore, .we obtain 
We 
• 0 0 F 7T < 6(ru e 'z) 0 We note that since z is in· s+l' so 2q qJ 
if 0 0 Fl then need consider only the distance z 1.S in we 
•; between z and any point (1) 0 qJ satisfying one of the 
· uvfirst'w q conditions of (2) e -; In.all cases then we see 
that A(z ft . ) >,. . 1T 
' q . q 
. ~ 
for e~ch sufficiently large 
now.let and recall that S(z) = Cq(z).$ 4q 
We 
.We denote the modulus of the.sum of ·any block of 
consecutive terms from 
·Lemma 1.1 we have that· 
S(z) as , lb-Clock ·S(z)I •. By 
· 2K .. I block S(z) I < 5 . , therefore + . . 
... 
16 
• 
1 
I 
., . .,., ... 
;,\ 
';. 
I! 
11 
I I 
\ i 
! i 
f\ ,· 
11., 
\ 
L.[ 
ii q 
.I 
• 1 
·, 
•: 
! 
I 
·_1 
I 
that 
New lblock Cq(z)I 
. .
. . 
a universal constanto Therefore the modul·us, of 
. 
. 
. 
. 
sum. of. any bl.ock of consecutive terms taken fr·om 
' is· less. than L2mDq when q 0 l..S 
being a universal cons~anto Since 
,: 
' 
i c,onverges we see that our Taylor series converges 
points z ·in .Mo · .-
c. We now wish to show diver:gence of our Taylor .series ; 
z is in C-M@ Choose R -~ 2, the~e exists a ~ such 
7T 
zP+l Now pick 
and then pick the 
in F 
r such 
· TJR+P' closest to z in the arc from z to · (R. Clearly, ... 
<(, ~ ~(TJR+p'FR) ~ ~(z,~R) 
which is greater than 1( p+2 2 . 
_ ~(z T} ) > V 
_ 2~ 
' R+p zP+l_ 4R+p __ 
o · 1r 
·.rr · since < 22R+2p-l 2p+2 
if and only if 2R+2p""'l > "p+2 -or 2R+p > 3 whidh is true@ 
Thus either 
. ·-·. In:, -the firs,t case 11R+p 
17 
or 
is an element of 
·, 
\ 
n R+p 
;· -_.,. 
-, 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
I i 
__.... 
I 
. ·\ . 
'/ 
(clearly, any 4R+p_th 
. 
. 
.4R:+p+l_th root of unity) and we 
'° 
Hence if we let H = 8,r 
• C 
\ 
. 1 
there .,exists infinitely many integers· q 
the ·point z and 
. . ·; q than H 4 .• Now-
lblock S(z) I 2. . 2rr · > f 
. . . . . 1f [5] 
hence for .6.{z ~ nq) .. ::: 6, 4:--q I block S (z) J > g'" 4 -q 
• . ,i ~ 
2. :q 4-q = 8~ .if 6 > Tr and 4-qlblock S(z)I z 2 · 4 q 4-q .· 1T 4q 
. rr 
2 
> 
1 if 6 ~ 1T by Lemm.a 1.2 and Basic Device 1.26 -
= 
81r ,· 
' 
7f 4q 
11 
•·-·· Thus in .infinitely_ o e · of the Taylor e many circuits series ' . ,,·-· 
, .. ,. one line· contains a block of consecutive terms whose sum . . . J 
has a modulus greater than some fixed positive number 
. 1 ( 8'11'). Hence our Taylor series diverges at the point 
which concludes our p~oof . 
z, 
. We now consider a special case of Theorem 2"1; that 
. which all the se:ts F are identical. p 
Taylor series which converges unifor~ly . 
. 
C-F. 
n ~ _z===-
n2 
then a.gain 0 .. converges uni-
converges, using Wierstrass 
/ 
---·- -- ----
- _-,- '-------'-~·-----"-'-"- .. ~ --------
• 
is empty, ~· zn again diverges everywhere. 
remainder o'f the proof it shall be assumed that 
nor. is an empty seto 
now note that all.the sets Fp of Theorem 2.1 
identical, hence the divergence proof is 
) 
also note that.the integer S which occurs 
proof of Theorem- 2o'l is. equal to zero. for each 
point Z in. Mo. Hence it will suffice to·look at Z as 
element. of F =·Fl. 
,, 
···Therefore 
.. ' 
' ' 
> 7f 
. 2q 
for all q > O, hence 
L for all 2q q > Oe We now note 
l Cq (z) converges uniformly on 
q 
00 
that I Lq = 
q=l 2 
F by the 
Wierstrass · •· M,ftest. The proof that l Cq(z) diverges 
q 
L, . 
o.ff F is the·. same as in Theorem 2. le Continuing the 
same line of.investigation leads us to the converse of the 
. ·.last . theoremo 
' M is a set on the unit circle C, 
Taylor series converges uniformly on 
C~M then .. M is a closed sete 
. 
. ' 
19 
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p_artial sum 
converges uniformly on M and 
every positive integer k there 
··such that for all · n > Nk and 
denote the set of points on C at which 
. -
condition (3) .is satisfied. We define 
Since 
E is closedo k,n 
1 ~ k' for all n > Nk Now 
' 
.hence 
E = n Ek n is closed since it is tfie countable 
· k n=Nk+l ' · 
inters1ection of closed sets. Now let z be in M, then 
- I ls (~)-s (z)J < -
_ ._ n- Nk- . k for all n >.Nk, which implies that 
M C. Eko _ Tp.erefore.,, the set ', M- is· 
t'!,,~ 
contai~d in the intersection E of the seti Ek(k=l,2, ••• ) • 
. Now let 
I such that k 
. Ek and 
0 
0 
0 and.let z be in - E, then choose k 
0 .o 
< f .. Since z 0 is in E = nEk, z 0 is 
J I 1 E so. S(z.·)- ~s - (z -) /._- k < -2 for every _- - n- · · o - N - - o ~ 
· - ---- ; _ k
0 
, ·.. o . 
' 
-n,m· > Nk .I w~ have 
i 
o· I I . 
I 
20 
. 1'1 
., 
i~ 
. ,1 
.. 
on· Eo Since 
(z ) I 0 
/_ l_· .. < 
~k 
.. 
E ··• 
it diverges 
Thus, M - E and because -
a closed set0 
fl. 
e--~,;}" 
on ·c~M 
E 0 :LS a 
is a set on the unit circle C, 
Taylor series converges on M and diverges 
is of type F 06 o 
any positive integers m, n, k let 
set of points on C -. at which 
. . 1 ~ k . Thus H(m, n, k) :;:: z 'E C: I Sm(z)-Sn (z) I~ 
· Now let·. H(m, k) ·_· be the intersection of the 
(p = 1,2,eco), hence H(m,·k) = 
.· H(m, n, k) = 
n-1i1+l 
'· 
I , 
are closed" 
' 
· .. ~k -~ 
' . 
.,
00 
Let · H(k) = U .H(m, k), then H(k) is of type F 0 • m==l 
I 
Ci there exists m, such that for all n > 
. 
1 
m, l 
1Sm(z) -sn(z)I ~. ~ " We now let 00 H = n 
k=l 
H(k), therefore _____ / 
--
= z E Cf for all k there exists m such,that for all n_> ml 
is the set of convergence of the Taylor 
21 
"' 
·, 
' 
·,. 
Cauchy 
set H 
22 
· 0 0 cr1.ter1.a 111 
is of type 
• 
Since each H(k). 
& 
, 
i .. 
i 
l 
' .! 
• 
. I 
- - . ~ .. ---.-. -·. _.- --~-· -- . 
. CHAPTER 3 
SETS· OF LOGARITHMIC MEASURE ZERO 
In the last chapter we proved that if M is a set 
of type F0 on the ~it circle. C there exists a Taylor 
Series which converges everywhere in M and diverges 
everywhere in Since a set of type F is the cr 
complement ·of a set of type G6 , we also have if a set 
.~ 
·· . E · on the unit circle C is of type.· G6_, · there eJfists a 
. 
. , Taylor se.ries . . 1CJI. ·~ a z 
n which diverges on~( E 
:!'-'-..._. 
and C'opVer~E:!S 
• I . " 
. -
on ·c-E. In this chapte+ we will prove, among other things, 
... 
' 
that every set of type• F 0 . and logarithmic measure zero 
; 
:. 
is a set of divergence ofa Taylor seriE,!s. 
DEFINITION 3" le 
I '7 
. . 
A set E on the unit circle C is of 
logarithmic measure zero provided it can be covered with 
a set of arcs bf lengths LJ (with Lj < 1 for 
j b::1, 2, 3, ... ) . such that Z 1/.l log ·L_t I is arbitrarily 
smallo 
THEOREM 3.1. If the set E on C is of logarithmic 
measure zero, there exists a function f (z)i = Z 
with the following properties: 
i) diverges on E· 
' 
ii) the sequence is uniformly bounded on. Ce 
23 
• 
-------~'"-
. I 
I • 
'· ' 
,, 
Proofo 
· .· n+1 · 
. " z ·.. . 
2 
, I • 
· ·· · n--1 
Let Pn(z) = i + n~l + ... + z 1 
·.· .· 2n-l 
z 
· ie ~ -·~~ o .. At· z = e , the sum of the n 
2r middle terms .of·· Pn(z) .has modulus: 
n n+l z z 
=:. """' ~---==- ca . 1 2 0 0 Q 
n+r-1 
- z - I 
r. 
j.=l 
r 
= I 
j=l 
Now we observe: 
eiµel 
µ=O 
(2j-1)•2!sin fl 
.. 
. Hence for the · 2r middle terms we have; 
.. . 
r 
.tl 
. j=l 
r 
r .. 
\_ · .. 2~ ... 1 L . J j=l 
.. \ 4] ~ 2r I e I . 
. L J j=l · 
24 
l (2 - -:-) 
J 
' -,,. 
n 
·~ ( 
J 
, ... · ·y ·• 
I t 
.· j=r+l -
n-r-1 
-
l I - f+l 
h=O 
fi~st n~r terms is 
· .. h 
z. 
zh + 
· l n-.J· ·· · 1 
-:"' z. . + -J n 
n-1 
-I 
. j--r+l 
n 
1 
=-a, 
I 
-j 
1 + ..... 
n 
0 
zh 
j=r+2 J 
h 
z 
n-1 
e:n ; I j=r+l 
n=rcal n-1 n-. ~I . 
n-
1 
e,;.,,,., 
8 
J 
. 1. 
--~ 
- r+l I zh - I 
h=O j =r+l 
1 <<s - ·!1> zh) 
n -r ~ 1 neal n-&-1. 1 I zh I 
c. 
-1 h • -
- j (j+l) z ' r+l 
h=O j=r+l h.=O 
hence 
25 
r·-. 
0 
SD 1 
zh 
z h· 
. ' 
. __../.---.··-s. ·. . ....... . .. _____ .. "-~-·· ~ 
I • 
I 
·, 
I 
.I 
' 
1: 
' 
'I 
n 1
' 0 .. 
' n"~rcsl n-1 
1 
j =r+ 1 
.· · . =O · j --r+ 1 
j (j+l) 
··n-1 
+·• I· 
j-r+l 
· ... ie Now for · z = e , · where O < fJ ~ 21r, · we have 
,<> 
. $-
:, 
C :, 
~"-
' 
' 
·" 
i(m+l)e ,: sin.,(m+l)e 2 . = 1 l-. e . • I . = 1• 2 1 I· . ~8. . · o • 1 J ~T'eT 
'] 
1-ei 
~in I e. 101 
by Lemma 1. 2o ·. Therefore, 
" 
n-r-=l n-1 ·n.-·-1 :_ .1 l l ~hi + l 1 i zhl ·r+l j (j+l) h=O j=r+l .. 
........... 
. n--1 
n-1 1 .' 2 \ ~ r+1°TeT + L · <}+1) . ·1 ~ I = fer<r!.1 + l l·J+1 ) j=r+l j-r+l · 
and 
n~l n-1 
I 1 (4- 1 1 1 - 0+1> -j (j+l) - £111. ....... r+l n C, J J > ,v~ j-r+l j-r+l 
" 
n-1 
Hence 2 ( 1 \ TeT r+1·+ L 1 · 2.2· 1· 2 7f· . . (j+l)) = m<r+l - n> ·~ TeT (r+l). j=r+l 
.Hence ·the moduLus of .the sum of the first 
. ,r 
l 
' 
· · 26 1 
• ,. 
,· 
. '• 
\ 
I 
! 
' 
. I 
\ 
(:-. 
i 
. ,! 
. ,;;i 'll' 
. 
C 
0 < Jel ~-1r, -is less than 21r/(r+l)Jel,· and for the last 
' 
n-r -terms we have the same boun.;le We find that 
~ 
IPn(eie) I ~ 2rlel + (r+iJlel for O < lel ~ 1r. 
. . . 
I • I • 
We now let r = min(n, [1 ~ I 1). . If 1 ~ I 2. n then 
. . . ,:1[ . ·- . 
0 [mJ ~.n ·and .r = n, but then all terms are·1.n the 
''middle 2r'' terms where this sum. is bounded by . 2r I e I 
. . ' . 
= 2n) e I" Since n I e I ~ 1r - the bound is 21r at most·e If 
V [ V - - ~ W - ---, TeT ( Il then mJ ~ TeT ( . Il and SO r = [ mJ, hence· 
. d 
r~L> l~l and we have . 2riel + {r+iJ1el < 2 ;·~'i le!· 
. . . . 
. .. . . . 
• • • • I I f t 
4w ~ · · 
+ ~ 21T + 4o . 7f . ~. If Jel = 0 then the sum is Oe In all 
three· cases we have -__ 4 + 21r - as an upper bounde Thus we 
find that I Pn (z) I < 4 + 2w. 
\ 
" 
Si.nee . E is of logarithmic measure zero, _ we can 
choose a sequence of numbers Ek' where 1 0 < ek < 3 and 
00 
I .Ek < · 1. . For each index'1 ;-· k, we construct a set of k=l . 
open arcs Aicj' of lengths l.icj < 1 such that £:Or each 
00 
<} then 
hence Ll< 
• 
and 
and .since 
27 
. 
Since j log Lk. j 
.. J .. 
I • 
" 
-· ,.... l . 
d-- --
c.1.,. 
' . 
• 
'' '1 
... 
· Since the lengths of tli.e interval Akj are .. 1k_j · 
• I 
we can call there midpoints·. '°kj' and choose integers 
such that i 
Finaliy we let 
(3) ,, 
' I t, 
(4) gkj (z) 
' 
We now. arrange 
· f(z) · = · l gkj(z) where . 
k,j 
o. 
1 mkG )-1 
- (log.n z .·J p (z/rokj) . -
. R· nkj . ; J 
.. 
' ; 
double Cl> f{z~ e the our ser1.es in 
i." 
I 
: 
form of 
a Tayl,or series by choosing ·the integers ~. in such a 
,, J 
. 
,way that no two of the series g~(z) contain like 
powers. We, therefore, order kj as follows: 00,10,0l, 
20,11,02,30, •.. , and hence our polynomial will be: 
(5) ·.· ~l -1 Znoo (log nOO) . pno() (z/moo)+(log nlO} z , pnlO (z/cnlO) 
I.' 
;; 
-1 2 (noo+n10> . 1'1 
+ (log nQl) . z . pnQl(z/mQl)+(log Dzo)' +. • • 
· 28 
Ii 
,, 
' 
. :-, ' 
I. 
.. ~, 
' 
'' 
.' 
. I 
; 
''. 
,r;, . 
I ' . 
··}- . 
i . 
I . 
-
0 • 
. Since ~ nkj' -log ~j - log 4 = 110g Lk. 1 
. . J 
. .. 
. .. 
- log 4 ~ log nkoo 
v cl But Lkj < i6, :l)vt Lkj < -2 log 4 
i I 
""" 
' 
llog Lkj.1 > 2 log 4. Then 2 log Lk. I < I log Lk.l 
.. . J .. . .. . J .. 
(6)' .. 
I .(log nkj) -l (4+21r) 
k,j . 
< l llog2Lk. I (4+21r) < 2(4t21r). k, j . . . J ; 
Hence -by the Weirerstrass M-test the double series (3.·) 
. converges uniformly on · Co · 
We now'show divergence of our Taylor series. f(z) 
at all points of E. If we choose I e I < 1fn we have 
. . . . 
, 
~ for the real parttof the sum of the first n-terms in 
so 
P·n,(z) !. l.+ cos. e + · +. cos (n-l)·e > . 1 (·l + l + _ + 1). "' n n-1 0 .e 0 . 1 cos 4 . 2 0 0 0 . n 0 
By the elementary calculus methods we ~ind that 
~· ; 
· 1 1 · J n+l l (1 + 2 +.:.+ n> > 1 . t dt = £n(n+l) > .tn(n), and 
since cos l > l we have that the real part of the sum of · 4 2 . 
the first'n terms of Pn(z) for ·lel < 4~, is greate-r 
29 
r. ·. . ,: , 
•/. 
i 
0 
' I 
. ) 
·, 
. ':' 
,. . 
,· 
1 .· 
than - log no 2 ,. For each · poi~t : ; .. ~-in· E . and eac.h k there 
e is a j such that I arg'(z/°1<. )J < ·~. /2 s:_ 1 . • 
.. . J . . J 4nkJ 
~. 
· aal mk e . 
I gkj (z? = (log nkj) · ... z .·· J Pnkj (z/'°kj) · and the 
· · modulus of the sum of the first · nk.. . terms of Pn · · • (z/"1:c. ) . 
. J 
. -. . . kJ • \J : is g;eater than , t, log nkj .. : ,, Hen.ce the modulus of the 0 
first n~ terms of g~(z) · is greater than 
i 
., 
Therefore, infinitely many of the polynomia1S. gkj(z) 
have at least one partial sum that is greater than t 
in mod~lus, and therefore the Taylor series of f(z) 
diverges at all points of E - with 6scillation at least : 1 
Kl = 2 0 
The Iqodulus,.?1 of the part~al sums of the polynomial 
gkj(z) are less than or equal to: 
( 1 ~ · 1 ) 
= } 1 + 2 + ... + nkj .. 
log nkj • 
• 30 
J. 
[: 
i . 
I 
Again using elementary ~alculus we find that 
1 . 
= 1 + log nk· .. 
. J 
I 
• '·1, 
1 · .· and, there\fo_ re, 1 · 
.. 1 2 ( 1 + log nkf . 2 (1 + ... + nk.) ~ ,Iog nk_ J.. - ~ 4. og nkj 
. . J . 
Since the partial sums of (3) are uniformly bounded and 
the partial sums of gkj(z) are bounded.by a universal· 
consta:nt (see 3) we have that, the partial sums S (z). of 
our Taylor series are uniformly bounded by · (12+4rr) ,· whi·ch 
' .. 
-conclude:1S our proofQ \ 
THEOREM ·. 3 o 2Q If the· set . E on . c- .. is of type F· and cr logarithmic measure zero, there ejists a function 
f(z) = Li a _zn 
n 
i) 
with the following propertie·s: 
diverges on E and converges on C-E· 
. ' 
' ii) the sequence S (z) · Jl . is uniformly bounded on C. 
Proofe. Suppose that· E is closed and has logarithmic 
measure zero .. We consider the function f 0 - .. given 1.n 
Theo:tr,~m 3o lo We. need only prove that the series converges 
ie at z in C-Ee If z = e , e f O, we look at the 
)i 
/ 
modulus of the partial sum of As was shown in 
31 
\ 
.· .. ,-iJ. . 
/ 
9, . . 
our .last t .. h.eore·. m.. 11 + · + . 2r 1 · .,, 2,r , •n-. 00
·
0 n-r 1 ~(r+l)Jel' for any .. 
1 · . . zn-1 ~n ·· zn+r-1_ . thus · In +. . . + 1 ... 1 - • • • - r I . . ~ 
'. 
·.~ 
1 .·· . zn-l · . zn zn+r-l · 4Tf . . 4rr In + · · · + 1 · I + I 1 +. · · + r I ~ < r+ 1) I e r ~ JeT · 
Hence the modulus of the-.partial sums of P0 (z). are 
bounded by i~l .. In the proof of Theor~ml, we noW 
' 
require that ~e~ch of the arcs , 
~o 
. . J contains a point of ;. 
· Eo For each point· z of · Cc;aE . we can choose. a 5 > 0 
, such that at most a finite number of points Cl\cj belong 
' to the arc of· length 25 centered at z (C-E ID 1s open 
and at most finitely many Ak ID have length ·. o/2 or i . '.. J 
more) (m. Since the partial sums of P (z) have modulus n . 1 h 4w h ~ G l f p ( / ) h ess t an . m , t e part1.a sum~. 0 n Z °1.<.j . ave 
~ 
modulus less than 6 (z;~.) . For every pair k and j J . 
for which 
°1<:j .does not lie in the 5e=neighborhood of 
we have the modulus of any partial sum of 
z, 
Therefore, the partial sums of gkj(z)· have modulus less 
' . 
) 
I ( 
i 
. / 
" 
h. 4 $ d h f ~ a zn ta~ (Blog no) , an we ave convergence o ~ n kJ. 
at: Z0 The theqrem is· therefore proved for the case 
where the set E is closede 
32 
. ,, 
f . 
' I 
• ! 
.,;, 
, . 
' I
'. 
' . 
.. 
11 
' 
' 
' 
For the general case, we suppose t~t 
' E = UE , where p ' 
each of the sets 
.I E · .. is closed and has logarithmic measure p 
zero ... f constr~ct ~or each set EP a funct~on fp (z) 
such tha~at each point of . E the Taylor series of our 
function fp(z) diverges with oscillation greater than 
I<1 == t, while .Jsn, p (z) .1 < K2 == 12 + 4rr : for all n, p and 
.· all points of C. [The existence of such a function was 
.shown in the proof of the first case of this theorem.] We 
then ·set 
I 
f (z) = l K~ fp (z), · where 
p 
K3 .is a positive 
. 00 
constant s~ll enough so that· K1 > 2~ l That is, . ' 
0 
p=l 
since is a geometric series, we have 
00 
\. p L K3 
p=l. 
K3 
= ~~ so we want 1-K ' 3 
·· 2K2K3 
Kl > l-K which will hold if we .. 
·3 
Kl 
.Pick K3 < K +2K .. We remark that the Taylor series of 
" 1 · · 2 \i 
'00 00 
f(z) a l.S I<I 
k=O p=l 
if f (z) p 
. 00 
= I 
k=O 
. J l:f ·· z is a point in E, let q be the· smallest 
value of p for which z 
fp(z) co,nverges at z when p < q; since fq~z) diverges 
lies in E o p The T.aylor series 
. . 
33 
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( 
) 
' 
I 
' 
I - ' 
' -
I 
: 
'_, 
I ' 
I• 
' ' 
i 
r 
I 
" 
oscillation greater than K1, tITe Taylor 
-_ diverges at z will -oscillation .. 
Since the partial sums of. fp(z) 
uniformly boun~led -by K · ·on 
-- -2 - C, --the partial sums of 
- " 
- . )I 
-- the Taylor seri~s -of the -function 
- .l' 
p=q+l 
KP£ (z) are 3 p 
00 
00 
bounded. on C · by K2 K~ •.. Now, K1 >. 2K2 
p=q+l 
00 
1 - q 
> K2 l Kj. ·Thus_ the os·cillation of the Taylor· 2 KlK3 
_p==q+l ' 
C. 
It • for f 0 at least K1Kj =- l K Kq series 1.S 2 1 3 
the series diverges at each point of E, 
z ~.E1 presents no added difficulty.) 
and hence 
(The case 
If z is a point of C-k th~n, for all p, the 
;; Taylor series of K~ fp(z) converges at z and has 
partial sums that are bounped on C by 
Let We choose M _: such that 
00 
Since each · · I converges at z, for each p /'.
1 
n "' 
k=O 
there exists N 
p such that for n > m,) Np ·' I 'k a kz f > 
E 
< 2M ~ Let N = ~- max - N Q 
l.Q)~M p 
00 
34 
k=i:11 
p .. 
Then for n > m > N 
n 
. --····· ·-----·---·-·- - - =-~~ ---~ 
- i 
~: 
I -
·. . 
00 n 
·~ I KP J I 3 . p=l . ' .'k=m 
M ,, .n 
- I. p I I K3 p=l k=,.11 
M 
l € < p + K3 2M 
p=1·· 
n 
<1 l 
·, k=rr1 
akzkl p ' .. 
00 
a zkl 
pk . +.· 
p==IY.H-1 
00 
2K2 KP 
' 3 < 
·p==M+l -, 
n 
'l k=O 
, I 
i 
' 
! 
·) 
/ n 
·p 
'l K3 
"k=m 
• 
€ 
€ z+ --· 2 0 
m 
'l 
·_k=O 
• 
a zkl pk· . 
. . k f 
apkz n 
. '
\ 
'• ,
. . 
Therefore the Taylor Serl1s of f(z). converges at z· " 
by.the Cauchy crit,rion. It is obvious that its partial 
B 
' . 
sums are uniformly bounded by ) 
· This . completes . the proof. 
KP · 1:K. 1. j < 2 ... >I = 4 · , 
THEOREM 3e 3o If E (.C is the union of two sets 
E2, where El is of type F cr and logarithmic measure 
zero, while E2 . is of type G6 , then there exists a 
. . 
and 
It Taylor seri~s which diVerges on E and converges On, C-E • 
... 
' ) 0 
. 
. ,
35 
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'' 
. l 
• ! 
,· 
( 
\ 
,.. 
• 
o._. 
f(z) 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, therei.exists a function 
whose Taylor series converges on C=E1, diverges 
· El and has partial sums that are uniformly bounded· 
on C · by f t" . Since the complement of a . Fa set is 
G6 , .. by the method used in Theorem. 2.1 [pg. 1.8],. a function 
.·. g(z) 
exists whose Taylor series converges on · C-E
2 
ando · 
.. ~ "1:..- l 
div~rges at .every p9fl.1t, , z2 ,, ' o·f E2 ~~\with an oscillation ; . 1 
· greater th~n 817 • 
We now let and be our Taylor serie~ 
i for f(z)r 8,Ild g(z) respectively,. and Choose k gteater 
.· ·. ·1. 1 
than 3·(4)·817 • The Taylo:i; series for f(z) + kg(z) 
will then be ~ (a +k b )zne, 
n n . 
If 0 0 Z .· l.S l.n 
g(z) 
·converges .at 
?': ·:· .. ~~: .. 
',, 
. E1 ~ E2 , f(z) diverges at z and 
z, hence f(z) + kg(z) divei;ges at 
z. If z iS in~ E2 - E1, g(z) 
0 diverges at z. and f(z) 
converges at z, hence f(z) + kg(z) diverges at z. I£ 
z is in E1 nE2, f(z) and g(z) both diverge .. Thus 
there are e . o 1., J l~rge fo:n;·: which 
e j . J 
so I \ (a +kb )znl L n n .. f k I bnznl L k/81r > /, 0 1 
·-
-~ 
·; .· .. 
, 
0 
l.. 
j 
·V' n 
- IL anz I 
. . " . 
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' hence we have that the. oscilJation.is greater than I 
4 
. . .. . . ; 
and our Taylor serie.s again. dive.rges. If z is in C-E 
,_ 
both f(z) and g(z) converge a;t z, hence f(z) + kg(z) 
! 1 converges at z. T~s we have constructed a Taylor series 
.which diverges on E and converges.on C=E. -.:._, 
This theorem-is strictly strOn'ger than Theorem 1.1 
as the follo1-17ing theorem demonstrates. .. 
J 
THEOREM 3. 4. · Not every set of convergence of a Taylor 
series is of type F .. 
. -0'41) . 
Y'_ . ' 
, 
. · Proof. Let M · -be any denumerc'lble dense subset: Of 
-·, 
-··. . \ . 
c. By the lemma below this is not G0 , .bUt by chOosing 
;,,_.-,._ 
· -E2 = JfJ and _ El = M the preceding _theorem g:i.Ves _ a Taylor 
' 
.. 
-. . 
series whose convergent,set is C-t1 Which is·l'\ot an -Fcr 
setQ 
·LE~ 3ole If M . :' -~-. . : ' - ~,. . ' is a denum.e'.r~ble.· ~et, : dense on 
. ·.·, ·_ .. '. 
', . 
c, 
·then M is· no.t of ·type G .... ···.•,. ·•. . . G) .. - . . . • . 
. 6 . . .i ' . - . ·; 
\., 
. ' .,' ~~ .. 
Proof. Let M be a \ienulllerable subset . of C, 
dense in G, a:hd ·assume that it -- is>of type G5. Then 
. ~ :! .. 
. there are . open· sets Un such that · M == nun. Since each 
.. 
·u- . contairts a dense set, each un, ,; .. is open and den.se on .· n 
...... C 
., ·. . 0 
- I 
; . 
. . 
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now wish to show that each ,, is nowhere 
·. Let . V. an· open subs.et of -Co Then since, U · n . . 
· is .·. open anq · non ._empty·G> Thus we , 
o.pen. subset - W of V for which · 
clearly- the first category and C-M = U(c~u) 
. -n 
also· of the. first categoryo This would imply that -,c · 
is -of the first category. ' . But C is of the sec·ond 
i: . • 
category. · Hence the assumption that· M is of type G5 ,, 
must be falseo. ! .· 
. ' 
. . 
This concludes our investigation of theasubjecto 
" 
.•. 
\ 
' ,, 
~--
\. 
• 
• I 
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